Indian Resonances in the British Invasion, inappropriate, as his love for Indian music (which he studied in earnest, not being content simply to evoke it) was profound and ongoing.6 But to remember his work and no other in this context is to ignore the atmosphere of experimentation that flourished in the London Rock scene at that time.7 It is also to ignore the testimony of at least one proximately-placed individual, which suggests that Harrison's exposure to Indian music did not happen quite the way he said it did.
Harrison's own account, reflecting the mystical inevitability of his adopted Indian perspective, was given in perhaps its most complete form in a Billboard interview with Timothy White from December, We were waiting to shoot the scene in the restaurant ... and there were a few Indian musicians playing in the background. I remember picking up the sitar and trying to hold it, and thinking, "This is a funny sound." It was an incidental thing, but somewhere down the line I began to hear Ravi Shankar's name. The third time I heard it, I thought, "This is an odd coincidence."8
Harrison had found the music faintly familiar, and wondered if he had heard similar sounds as a child, when his mother would listen to the shortwave radio, getting broadcasts "from Algeria or somewhere." Then, he began to sense that he would soon meet Shankar face to face, which was precisely what happened: "Sure enough, a few months elapsed and then I met this guy from the Asian Music Circle organization who said, 'Oh, Ravi Shankar's gonna come to my house for dinner. Do you want to come too?' "9 this point, since (as will be seen) other Indian-influenced pop songs had already been released by the time "Eight Miles High" was recorded, in December, 1965 and January, 1966. Another "Indian" aspect of "Eight Miles High," incidentally, is the four-note guitar figure that functions as transition from the opening harmonic background to the song proper: it is lifted from John Coltrane's "India. There is little that is noticeably Indian, other than the sitar itself, going on at all in "Norwegian Wood." The song is a John Lennon composition dealing (according to him) with an extramarital affair, or almost-affair, and Harrison plays the sitar in a very guitar-like fashion, offering a signature riff to introduce each verse and close the song.
2 While the harmony remains constant for two lines of text, the sense of an actual drone is missing, and the song's waltz meter does not serve to evoke a distant locale. The very regularity of the sitar riff serves to anchor it, ironically, more in the current western Folk-Rock sound than in anything more exotic.
By comparison with "Norwegian Wood," "Within You Without You" and "Love You To" are full-blown exotic excursions. Here, the Indian ethos is suggested by a variety of exotic gestures: persistent drones in the bass; a corresponding harmonic stasis (in these two cases, one harmony sounds throughout each song without changing13); and small ornamental slides, particularly in the bass, which 
Predecessors and Contemporaries
The dates are important here, for a simple reason. In late January, 1965, three months before Harrison first encountered a sitar on the Twickenham movie set, Ray Davies, lead singer and primary songwriter of the Kinks, wrote an Indian-influenced song, "See My Friends," which his musical contemporaries found extremely influential. He remembered the episode this way:
We stopped off in India on the way to Australia. I remember getting up, going to the beach and seeing all these fishermen coming along. I heard chanting to start with, and gradually the chanting came a bit closer and I could see it was fishermen carrying their nets out. When I got to Australia I wrote lots of songs, and that one particularly. '5 It is only fair to mention that one of the Kinks' producers of that time, Shel Talmy, felt that Davies wrote in the Indian idiom only after hearing a song by guitarist Jon Mark (later a sideman with John Mayall) Talmy had played for him and suggested as a model.16 Regardless (it is perhaps only human nature to claim a piece of such a good idea), Davies sought to achieve an Indian sound, substituting a controlled feedback for the drone, and his approach differed markedly from Harrison's: Townshend's point is a crucial one: for a western pop listener, an Indian/Rock blend had to retain a sufficient amount of traditional western elements to be successful. What Ray Davies did (and Harrison did not do) was to allow more than one chord to enter the picture. Traditional Indian music is based on drones and not on harmonic progressions, so Harrison sought to be faithful to that aesthetic-he wrote songs in which the prevailing harmony did not change. With Davies's "See My Friends," almost the entire verse is based on a drone, but the harmony changes at the very end, and a contrasting chord progression appears in the middle section. The overall sound remains jangling, drone-based, and unquestionably quasi-Indian, all that is necessary in a pop-exotic context, and while the flattened seventh scale degree is melodically very prominent, it is used with no functional pull to the subdominant whatsoever. The variety expected by western ears is still provided by the extremely judicious use of contrasting chords. Other sitar-based experiments were taking place contemporaneously. In late June, 1965, five months after "See My Friends" was written, one month before its release, and just two to three months after Harrison picked up a sitar for the first time, the Yardbirds released "Heart Full of Soul," a biting, minor-key single (with no exotic lyrical content) that was an immediate hit on both sides of the Atlantic; in Britain, it was no. 2 for the month of July.30 Jeff Beck's famous wailing guitar riff had been intended for sitar, which would have put it well before "Norwegian Wood," had the plan been followed through. and tabla player, God knows where from-probably the Indian restaurant where he'd just had lunch. We walked into the studio and saw these two sitting on the floor, in the full gear, with Roger, the engineer, trying to mike up their instruments. We spent a couple of hours trying to get a decent sound, but it didn't work; it sounded terribly thin. Then someone had the bright idea that Jeff could produce a sitar-like effect on the guitar, which he did.s1
Fine as Beck'slead is, it is regrettable that the engineer was unable to satisfactorily record the sitar. An out-take from the earlier portion of the session survives, with the sitar part intact (and, indeed, too soft), and that instrumentation adds a wonderfully exotic flavor to the song. (On the other hand, in the final version the song sounds much better rehearsed, and a fairly witless oom-pah drummer-boy beat in the choruses has been replaced by a far more effective, roll-to-the-beat figure on the snare-drum.) In general, though, "Heart Full of Soul" has markedly less exotic content than"See My Friends," relying as it does on a more familiar Rock beat and more frequent chord changes.
Since it was released a month before "See My Friends," "Heart that such influences would not have been "in the air."34 And while much has been made of the Beatles' "Norwegian Wood" because it was the first pop record to use a sitar, it was recorded well after the Kinks' clearly Indian "See My Friends" was released, and was only first because the Yardbirds' recording technology failed.
Music, Drugs, and Meditation
For the public at large, an awareness of Indian culture occurred neither before nor in tandem with these widelydisseminated musical experiments; it lagged behind. Yet, a clear connection developed between cultural and musical worlds. The main publicists for Indian culture (however imperfectly understood) were the Beatles, and the catalyst would be their infatuation with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, a Hindu monk and apostle of Transcendental Meditation (TM), who catered especially to celebrities. And it was through the specious connections between sitar music, the Maharishi, drugs, and the Beatles that Raga Rock acquired its sense of the slightly forbidden.
A western awareness of India had been growing, particular as growing numbers of young people found themselves in Asia for other (often drug-related) reasons. It is true that opium poppies were grown in and exported from India, but that country was no more than a medium-sized producer of that particular crop. To Indians, of course, there was no connection between meditation and drugs. One writer expressed frustration with the commonly-made connection between drug use and TM this way: Since the hippie's avowed aim is to "have an ecstatic, beautiful, productive, wide-awake, self-realized life," experiments with various drugs, especially the mind-expanding variety, appealed to him. However, since the dangers of LSD have been proven in many instances, its use is dwindling, and the hippies are leaning more toward marijuana, mescaline, or peyote.
The fact that impressed us most, though, was that "meditation" a la Maharishi is replacing even these drugs for many of the hippie practitioners. It has become more than a substitute for the drug experience. They refer to it as such an indescribable spiritual experience that it can not be compared with any type of drug experience. Those 
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This was the first Moody Blues album on which the band members themselves played all of the instruments, some twenty of which are listed on the record jacket (including sitar and tablas), several played by two or more band members (or "Members of the Expedition," as the jacket has it). The jacket provides not only an explanation of the mantra concept, and of the word Om, but also features a large, geometric figure called a yantra, which "is used much the same was as a mantra, though visually." The characteristic poetry is also there, on the jacket and on the record, e.g. "Between the eyes and ears there lie / The sounds of colour / And the light of a sigh."45
In glaring contrast to the Raga Rock music of 1965-67, In Search of the Lost Chord, taking its cue from the zeitgeist, was completely dependent on the connections between drugs, meditation, and India. The songs on the album deal with various kinds of journeys, both drug-assisted and otherwise, and wonderful soaring effects are produced by both musicianship and recording mastery. The journeys are, if one takes them literally, somewhat random; a song about explorer [David] Livingstone coexists with a song that claims that "Thinking is the Best Way to Travel," while other songs entitled "Visions of Paradise" and "Voices in the Sky" evoke the celestial. More specific songs address both drugs and Indian culture: a frank paean to LSD high priest Timothy Leary ("Legend of a Mind") amounts to an endorsement of psychedelics, while the sitar-and-tabla-laden "Om" exalts meditation. Of course, if everything is taken metaphorically rather than literally, the album can be seen to deal with The Great Journey (even the lighthearted "Dr. Livingstone, I Presume," which sounds in parts like an English vaudeville number, features a line, "We're all looking for someone .. ."46). Still, the actual mystic and philosophic content of the album is superficial, which is why it is so effective in connecting TM, India, drugs, exotic musical instruments and styles, and everything else into the same blandly mystical constellation of mind expansion; any deeper thought on the issue would have exposed the flaws of approach. "Om," the final song, has the clearest use of Indian musical elements. The lyrics, predictably, are about meditation, the infinite, and so on. Between the second and third verses, where a guitar solo might be expected, the beat is suspended, and there is a long passage for sitar and tablas that uses, rather than a fixed Western beat, the gradual accelerando characteristic of Hindustani (North Indian) musical performances.47 In marked contrast to the earlier "Raga Rock" songs, the lyrical content is complementary to the instrumentation and style involved.
Coming out as late (relatively) as it did, the album lacks the earlier Raga Rock songs' sense of riskiness and immediacy. The Indian topos and use of sitar were already well-established on the airwaves and in musical culture. On the other hand, the Moody Blues' level of musicianship and recording expertise far outshone what had appeared previously. Musically, the use of Indian exoticism in 1968 was no longer an experiment; it was a familiar lode to be mined. The Moody Blues were not experimenting: they were betting on a sure thing.
In a It wasn't fiction. I can understand feeling like that. As it didn't come from a deliberate I-want-to-write-a-song-about-this, it's difficult to recall the memories. It's about being a youth who is not sure of his sexuality. I remember I said to Rasa [his wife] one night, "If it wasn't for you, I'd be queer." I think that's a horrible thing to say to someone of seventeen, but I felt that. I was unsure of myself, and I still find it hard to relate to guys who are out with the lads. I remember boxing and at the end of the fight the trainer came on to me and said, "You've got to work on your stomach muscles," and put his hand on me and started feeling me up. On the surface they're all really mannish, real he-men, but it exists just there. That really made it, for me, a bit of a lie.
Maybe I was becoming aware of how destructive women can be, how any kind of love affair can be disruptive. The song is about acceptance: that's the way the situation is, and you must tolerate it. That's not the way I was, so it's quite mature in that sense. I didn't know what I was writing. I just let the words come out.... I probably made it up, unaware of what I was singing, because I was more interested in getting this funny sound, yet not being experienced enough to know how to write.48
For the mainstream public, it seems the real message of "See My Friends" hardly got out at all. As Ray put it, I know there was resistance to it. Maybe that was a good thing; it gave it some sort of notoriety. I remember that Keith Altham of the New Musical Express hated the record. I talked to him about duality and people, bisexuality and things like that, and the NME wouldn't print that sort of thing. They wanted us to be really normal ... boys-you know, have a pint and piss off. But I wasn't like that.49
Homoeroticism was too dangerous for the world of mid-196os popular music, where gender roles were, after all, clearly spelled out. The thread was not picked up by other Rock musicians (or even, it seems, much noticed by the public). But the Kinks' use of eastern musical influences to allude to personal and sexual matters is directly in keeping with historical uses of exoticism as signifier for forbidden sexuality: examples include the "Turkish" Style of the late eighteenth century,53 nineteenth-century Russian musical Orientalism,54 and twentieth-century evocations of the gamelan.55 There is no indication that Davies was aware of any of these repertories.
The artistic (as opposed to commercial) success of the Kinks' two Indian-tinged pieces relative to Harrison's early efforts in that area illustrates another key point about exoticism in general, touched upon by Pete Townshend. For western music, art music or Rock, to achieve a successful "exotic" effect, it cannot have, ironically, too much ethnomusicological verisimilitude. Our ears are anchored in the familiar. If too much of the home product gives way to exotic elements, the end result sounds like an unconvincing copy of a foreign music: not very evocative, paradoxically, of that exotic frame of reference. There is a profound difference, Edward Said has reminded us, between Orientalism and the actual East. "Fancy" in particular suggests the Exotic East to us with every gesture that we westerns subliminally understand to be Indian: drones, harmonic stasis, flattened-seventh scale degrees, keening vocals, hypnotic beat, Raga-like melody, and lyrics that suggest that the singer's inner reality is at least as real as the outer, physical one. But the framework remains Western: the best remains regular, the structure is strophic, and there is a chord change. "Fancy," like "See My Friends," evokes this mood without ever suggesting that we are listening to anything other than Western musicians. The exotic card is thus played perfectly, not overplayed.
In retrospect, it is clear that Raga Rock's most common associations, TM and drugs, were not intended by the Kinks, Yardbirds, or Beatles, but were more the result of other forces active in popular culture,56 only later to be made explicit by the Moody Blues. The, historical pattern is familiar: original intent is superseded by something more resonant to the popular mind. What is striking is how quickly it all happened. Perhaps in the second half of the twentieth century, this is no surprise after all; an idea is no sooner born than it is available to the world through mass media, and the birth-to-death evolutionary curve of at least the first phase of such a musical-cultural development is bound to be much shorter than it would have been in previous eras. Memories are shorter, and awareness more fleeting. The end result was, in this case, that a stylistic strain in Rock music that sought to evoke the profound, the enlightened, and the timeless appeared and all but disappeared in the proverbial wink of an eye.
That is, the original form all but disappeared; given the speed with which Raga Rock became a cliche, there may have been no other alternative. But it should be pointed out that Indian influences in Rock and popular musics did not completely cease with the Moody Blues; in fact, they continue to appear up to the present time. On one hand, after the late 196os, the approach became broader: more musicians have sought an actual East-West blend, as opposed to merely a piquant taste of the East.57 But on the other hand, there is a nostalgia factor, too: a 1994 song by Sam Phillips, "Baby I Can't Please You," alternates a flawlessly Beatleseque Raga Rock chorus with a completely different musical style in the verses, a Mersey-beat sound more reminiscent of the Beatles' "From Me to You." Raga Rock thus becomes less an exotic style than "one of the things the Beatles did," less evocative of the Exotic East than of other homegrown Indianinfluenced exotica. There is a delightful irony in this: a stylistic strain in Rock and Roll that referenced the time-worn trope of the Eternal 56 Although, it is interesting that John Lennon's one truly exotic work is also both an LSD song and a religious song, and that it excited nowhere near the interest Harrison's songs did. This is "Tomorrow Never Knows," from the 1966 album Revolver, a song for which Lennon requested some kind of apparatus that would make him sound like the Dalai Lama singing from a hilltop. The strategy involved recording his voice through a revolving Leslie speaker, then adding many overdubs, tape loops, tracks of Paul McCartney and Ringo Starr playing bass and drums in rhythmic unison, one organ note played continuously, two guitar solos (one also put through a Leslie speaker and the other distorted), and a honky-tonk piano. (Lewisohn, Chronicle, 70-71.) Lennon supposedly wrote this on LSD (Paul called it "an LSD song, probably the only one"), and for his lyrics used material from Timothy Leary's version of the Tibetan Book of the Dead. The words were thus far closer to the real thing than anything Harrison or the others had done. The music was totally uncommercial, however, and thus it was not the song to start or continue a trend. 57 
